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Introduction: Garden Earth
Naturalist (GEN) Program
What is Garden Earth?
Our home, our Garden Earth, is a treasure. Its ecosystems provide valuable
life support functions such as pollination, air and water purification, climate
control, soil production, recycling, pest and disease control, food production
and a genetic library (Biodiversity). These “free services” can be impacted
by human activity and impaired by poor societal choices.

GARDEN EARTH

These eco-service departments are represented by Garden Earth Department
Managers who interact with the children through puppets shows and
activities. The 8 main eco-service managers are:
Air Cleaning Department Manager: Old Man Spruce
He lives on a mountainside in the Black Forest of
Germany and is concerned about the quality of the air
floating over Earth. He proudly states that the amount of
oxygen that animals (including humans) need to survive
is largely produced and purified by the green trees and
other plants who work in his department.
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Climate Control Department Manager: Sol the Sun
Sol manages Earth's climate worldwide. Monitoring
temperatures and rainfall are all in a day's work for Sol. All
ecosystems species depend on Sol and his department for their
livelihood.
Food Production Department Manager: Madame Squirrel
Madame Squirrel invites her guests to feast at her dining table
(an old tree stump in the woods). While feasting, she describes
the many delicious foods provided absolutely free of charge by
her department. All forest organisms, plants, and animals,
microscopic to 100 feet tall, are parts of the food chains and
hence, are part of her department.
Pest and Disease Control Department Manager:
Mrs. Mantis
Mrs. Mantis is a hard working individual; very
concerned by the problems that result if her department
doesn't constantly monitor pest and disease agents of
Earth. Recent epidemics and plagues are extremely
taxing on her department workers.
Pollination Department
Manager:
Suga Magnolia,
'Suga has successfully managed the Pollination
Department for millions of years. She boasts a
proud line of ancestors who essentially invented
'pollination by insects' and hence, revolutionized the
plant kingdom. Since her early days managing the
department, her responsibilities have grown
astronomically, and today she manages hundreds of
different families that provide important services to
all Earth creatures.
Soil Production and Recycling Manager: Oli Earthworm,
Oli is proud to represent the basement dwellers of Earth's land.
His department carries out the important work of producing
and maintaining soil - the birthing material of all life.
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Biodiversity Department Manager: Dr. Arrow
Dr. Arrow is in charge of the production of the vast array of
plant and animal species, and the valuable products of
Earth. Products from his department include lumber, gums,
resins, perfume, food, drinks, medicines, clothing, and much
more.

Water Purification Department Manager: Mr.
Dipper
Mr. Dipper lives in the foothills of the Himalayas on
the Ganges River in Nepal. He dives underwater to
assess the status of water entering from nearby
watersheds and flies over forest canopies and
upriver to determine factors that are affecting Earth's
water supplies. He proudly boasts that rainwater is
cleaner after passing through his system than it is
when it falls from the sky.

What is Garden Earth
Naturalists (GEN)?
Garden Earth Naturalists (GEN) helps children,
grades 3-6, understand the importance of these
free services by studying, exploring and
enhancing natural habitats on their school sites
and in their surrounding communities. Through
after-school GEN Science Clubs and GEN
Family Science Nights, science instruction is
extended and shared with friends and families.
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GEN Family Science Nights

What is a Family Science
Night?
A Family Science Night is an evening
program of science activities in which
students and their parents can work
together on simple, age-appropriate,
inquiry-based science activities. The
program uses readily available, low-cost
materials.

Why Family Science Nights?
¾
¾
¾
¾

¾
¾
¾

Brings scientific learning to family unit.
Encourages doing science at home with everyday materials.
Sparks children’s scientific interest.
Stimulates parents’ interest in science and their child’s science
education (research shows a direct link between parental attitudes and
student achievement).
Builds connections between classroom science and the real world.
Provides an excellent opportunity for intellectual interaction with
parents and children.
Increases parents’ scientific interest and knowledge.
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GEN Family Science Night Objectives
Parents and students will:
GARDEN EARTH
• understand that Garden Earth provides many different eco-services.
• name some Garden Earth eco-services.
POLLINATION
• describe the process of pollination.
• understand why pollination is important to their daily existence on Earth.
• name 3 pollinators who pollinate flowers in their local environment.
SOIL PRODUCTION AND RECYCLING
• investigate what makes up soil.
• name materials which can be recycled into soil.
• name some decomposers.
• describe the process of decomposition.
• investigate a decomposer in detail (worm).
FOOD PRODUCTION
• create food chains and webs.
• understand the concept of camouflage and warning colors.
• role-play the journey of a migrating bird.
• name some local wildlife and learn how they survive the winter.
AIR CLEANING
• investigate why trees are important.
• describe some causes of air pollution and acid rain.
• describe how ecosystems clean the air.
• name the components a seed requires to germinate.
PEST AND DISEASE CONTROL
• name 2 invasive plants in Georgia.
• investigate some common pest behavior (termites).
WATER PURIFICATION
• describe the water cycle process.
• investigate water conservation.
BIODIVERSITY
• describe the term biodiversity.
• name some endangered/threatened species in Georgia.
CLIMATE CONTROL
• investigate the greenhouse effect.
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Planning Your GEN Family
Science Night
Timeline
2-3 months prior
¾

Determine a good date and a time. Monday, Tuesday or Thursday evenings
usually work best and we recommend scheduling a 11/2 -2 hour program between
the hours of 6:00-8:00 PM, so that families with young children are home by
bedtime.
¾ Decide where you will hold the event. You can use the cafeteria, gym or
individual classrooms. Make sure the event is not too spread out. This will make it
easier for people to find the different activities and will help maintain good
ambiance.

1 - 2 months prior
¾

Choose the activities you want to use and order the supplies. You want to have
about twenty activities. (The activity list is on pages 12-13 and the supply list can
be found on pages 14-15. Ordering information is located at the bottom of page
15). BE SURE TO ALLOW SHIPPING TIME WHEN ORDERING
SUPPLIES. SOME SUPPLIES MAY TAKE ONE MONTH+ TO ARRIVE.
¾ Contact people and organizations you wish to come to the GEN Family
Science Night:
• Live animal exhibits
• DNR individuals
• Local nature center/zoo
• Local university
Herpetology/Entomology
• County recycling/water
outreach programs
conservation outreach
¾ Contact organizations for door prizes:
¾ Possibly arrange a contest where the winners will display their work at the GEN
Family Science Night

2 weeks - 1 month prior
¾

Advertise the GEN Family Science Night.
• Send out take home slips advertising the GEN Family Science Night
• Place posters around the school
• Announce the GEN Family Science Night in an assembly.
¾ Recruit teachers and/or other adults to act as facilitators for the activities.

1 week – 2 weeks prior
¾
¾

Schedule training for the facilitators on the activity they will be conducting.
Make sure all activities will be ready for the night: photocopies, pre-cutting,
and getting the supplies.
¾ Make signs to direct people around the school and maps if possible.
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¾

Make agendas if scheduling puppet shows, live animal presentations, tree
plantings, games, etc.
¾ Notify the local newspaper or ask someone to take photos for a news release.

On the day - day before
¾

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Remind volunteers of the time you need them there and other basic
information like clean–up. Each volunteer at the end of the evening should put all
their GEN activity materials into their activity bag or box.
Set up and label tables for activities (according to the number of activities).
Place large trashcans around the area.
Reuse plastic bags for children to put their take-home crafts and activities in.
Place extra supplies: rolls of paper towels and/or newspaper where needed.
Put up direction signs and maps.
Make copies of the evaluation forms for parents and students to fill out on
their way out and make copies of the evaluation forms for activity station
facilitators to fill out.

Conducting the Evening
¾

¾
¾
¾
¾

You may want to have everyone gather at the start of the GEN Family Science
Night and conduct a short introduction of what the students and parents will be
doing. Request guests to fill out an evaluation form on their way out. Also remind
them to participate in the GEN Passport.
During the next hour-two hours, students and their families go from station to
station performing the activities.
There is no formal format and families can spend as much time at each station as
they need.
The facilitator’s role is to refill supplies, guide individuals through the activities
and encourage hesitant families to try the activities.
At the end, begin packing up stations that have either run out of supplies or that
are not being used. This will give guests a gentle reminder that it is time to finish
up.
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GEN Family Science Night Set-up
Example 1: A Large Room
WATER
PURIFICATION

KEY
TABLES
ACTIVITIES

D

D DISPLAY BANNER &

PASSPORT QUESTION
BACKGROUND MUSIC

D

BIODIVERSITY

D

CLIMATE
CONTROL

LIVE ANIMALS

D

D
PEST &
DISEASE
CONTROL

POLLINATION

D

D
AIR
CLEANING

D
GARDEN EARTH
NATURALISTS

DOOR PRIZE
TICKET TABLE
RECYCLED
PLASTIC BAGS
FOOD
PRODUCTION

D

SOIL &
RECYCLING

STAGE

PASSPORT
TABLE
DOOR PRIZE
DISPLAY TABLE
Other Activities:
• Live Animal Display
• Hands-on with Telescopes
• Planting Flowers Outside
•
Continuous running of
Garden Earth/GEN Club
Kids PowerPoint
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GEN Family Science Night Set-up
Example 2: Classrooms
KEY:

TABLES

ACTIVITIES

BACKGROUND MUSIC
AIR
CLIMATE
CLEANING CONTROL

D

DISPLAY BANNER &
PASSPORT QUESTION
LIVE ANIMALS
WATER
PURIFICATION

D

D

D
FOOD
PRODUCTION
D
TO THE PUPPET SHOW

FOOD
PRODUCTION
Bird
Migration
Game

Bird
Hats

PEST & DISEASE
CONTROL

D
SOIL &
RECYCLING
D

POLLINATION
D

BIODIVERSITY
D

GARDEN EARTH
NATURALISTS
D
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GEN Family Science Night
List of Activities
GEN FAMILY SCIENCE NIGHT ACTIVITIES

Wall Space/
Table/ Chairs

Min.
Number of
Volunteers

Page
Number

GEN Passport Display and Distribution

Table

2

23

Table
Table
Table & Chairs
Table & Chairs
Classroom
Table & Chairs

1
1
3
3
1

26
27
29
30
37

Table
Table
Table
Table
Table
Table
Table

2
2
2
1
1-2
1

38
40
41
42
43
44
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GARDEN EARTH NATURALISTS
What is Garden Earth? Banner
Meet the Managers Activity
Garden Earth Eco-service Manager Badges
GEN Face Painting
Garden Earth Puppet Show
Let’s Make a Nature Journal

POLLINATION DEPARTMENT
Pollination Department Banner
Balancing Monarch Butterfly Craft
Butterfly Chromatography
Caterpillar Bracelets Craft
Acting as a Pollinator Activity
Can you find these Flower Parts?
Name that Pollinator

FOOD PRODUCTION DEPATMENT
Food Production Department Banner
Pine Cone Bird Feeders
Making Food Webs/Chains
Migratory Bird Hat Craft
Bird Migration Journey Game
Camouflage and Warning Color Masks
Match the Tracks Activity

Table
Table
Table
Table
Wall Space
Table & Wall
Table

2
1
2
1

45
46
47
52
53
56

Table
Table
Table
Table

1
2
2

57
58
59

Table
Table

2

61

Table
Table

2

63
65

Table
Table
Table
Table

2
1
1

68
69
70

Table
Table
Table

1
1
2

72
73

Table
Table

2
2

74
76

SOIL & RECYCLING DEPARTMENT
Soil & Recycling Department Banner
Oli’s Recipe for Soil
Worming Around: Investigating Worms
Make your own Soil Profile

BIODIVERSITY DEPARTMENT
Biodiversity Department Banner
Plant Products: Make a Herbal Teabag

AIR CLEANING DEPARTMENT
Air Cleaning Department Banner
Seed Necklace Craft
Leaf Identification

CLIMATE CONTROL DEPARTMENT
Climate Control Department Banner
Make a UV Bracelet
Global Warming – What’s Your Score?
Bulbs for Birds

PEST AND DISEASE CONTROL DEPARTMENT
Pest and Disease Control Department Banner
Who is Living in Your Garden
Investigating Termites

WATER PURIFICATION DEPARTMENT
Water Purification Department Banner
Make your own Water Meter
Make your own Water Cycle
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ONGOING EVENTS/OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Display of GEN Club Student Work
Microscopes: pollen, soil, insect parts, feathers etc.
University Outreach Programs
Contact GA Forestry or local DNR to bring an exhibit
PowerPoint playing showing photos of GEN club kids doing
activities

Tables
Tables

2
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GEN Family Science Night
List of Supplies
GEN PASSPORT
Make copies of the passport.
GEN: MATCH THE MANAGERS
Nothing
GEN: MANAGER BADGES
Make copies on cardstock, supply contact paper (cut into smaller pieces), safety pins and
tape.
GEN: FACE PAINTING
Supply paints, baby wipes and brushes.
GEN PUPPET SHOW
Puppet stage, prop flowers
GEN: LET’S MAKE A NATURE JOURNAL
Cardstock, paper (typing), hole punch, metal clasp rings or yarn, markers or crayons,
Contact paper
POLLINATION: BALANCING MONARCHS
Make copies on cardstock and supply pennies and tape.
POLLINATION: CHROMATOGRAPHY BUTTERFLIES
Supply coffee filters (pre-cut them into a butterfly shape).
POLLINATION: CATERPILLAR BRACELETS
Supply pipe-cleaners and scissors.
POLLINATION: CAN YOU FIND THESE FLOWER PARTS?
Supply flowers.
POLLINATION: ACTING AS A POLLINATOR
Nothing
POLLINATION: NAME THAT POLLINATOR
Nothing
FOOD: BIRD FEEDERS
Supply pine cones, vegetable fat, bird seed, yarn and zip-lock bags.
FOOD: FOOD CHAINS/WEB PUZZLES
Nothing
FOOD: BIRD HATS
Make copies of the bird hat pieces on to colored paper and precut some of them. Supply
staplers.
FOOD: BIRD MIGRATION JOURNEY
Nothing
FOOD: CAMOUFLAGE AND WARNING COLOR MASKS
Make copies on cardstock and supply yarn and scissors.
FOOD: MATCH THE TRACKS
Nothing
SOIL: OLI’S RECIPE FOR SOIL
Supply leaves, pine straw, and rocks - if depleted
SOIL: INVESTIGATING WORMS (Worming Around)
Supply worms and possibly pickles and flashlights.
SOIL: SOIL PROFILE
Supply contact paper and carpet tape. Copy and cut templates, cut contact paper, and
stick on carpet tape. Collect 3 soil types.
BIODIVERSITY: HERBAL TEABAGS
Supply loose chamomile and peppermint tea, teabags, tags, zip-lock snack bags and
staplers. Make copies of the tea information forms (Pre-cut them).
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AIR: SEED NECKALCE
Supply colored yarn, tissue, micro centrifuge tubes and zinnia seeds. Copy seed necklace
tags and cut tissue into small pieces.
AIR: Leaf ID
Supply Leaf ID booklets (make copies, cut, and staple), crayons
CLIMATE CONTROL: WHAT’S YOUR SCORE
Nothing
CLIMATE CONTROL: BULBS FOR BIRDS
Supply Pledge cards (copy, cut), pens
CLIMATE CONTROL: UV BRACELETS
Supply pipe cleaners beads, and UV beads.
PEST: WHO IS LIVING IN YOR GARDEN?
Nothing
PEST: INVESTIGATING TERMITES
Supply sheets of white paper and termites.
WATER: WATER METER
Supply glue sticks, scissors, beads and ribbon. Make copies of the template and cut.
WATER: WATER CYCYLE
Supply water, sand and quart Ziploc bags.

Contact Details for Supplies:
•

•
•

1.5ml micro centrifuge tubes, assorted colors, 250 per bag $8:00 plus tax,
shipping and handling. Product number is L285099-500. Direct link:
http://www.lpsinc.com/Catalog4.asp?catalog_nu=L285099%2D500
Zinnia flower seed, about a $1.00 per pack (20-30 seeds per pack). They can be
purchased at any shop with a gardening section.
Loose chamomile and peppermint tea, teabags
http://www.jollygoodtea.com/DetailsAccessories/DetTeaBags.htm

•
•
•
•
•

- T-sac #1 (1 cup) Paper Tea Bags 100 count
$6.25
www.naturesflavors.com
- Chamomile 1 lb.
$5.38
- Peppermint Leaf 1 lb.
$3.44
Flagging Tape, about $1.00 in price. It can be bought at any store with a
hardware section.
Carpet Tape, costs about $2.00-3.00 and it can be bought at any store with a
hardware section.
Bird Seed, about $3.00 per bag. It can be purchased at any shop with a gardening
section.
UV beads: http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/product/1350 Steve Spangler
GARDEN EARTH PASSPORT PRIZES: US Toy (www.ustoy.com). Shipping
costs approximately $8:00.
¾ Label 1372 Glow snakes $0.80 per 12
¾ Label 435 Earth Tattoos $7.95 1 pack of 150
¾ Label 251 Rainbow Glitter Tattoos $8.95 1 pack of 150
¾ Label 298 Flower Tattoos $7.95 1 pack of 150
¾ Label 554 Cockroaches $7.95 1 pack of 144
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GEN Family Science Night
Forms
• Volunteers Needed Form
This form can be sent out to possible volunteers. These may be
teachers, parents, high school or college students or others.
• Publicity Flier
This form can be sent home with the students to publicize the GEN
Family Science Night. This form also has a return portion that will
give you a projected number of attendees.
• Volunteer Activity Description Letter
This letter can be sent out to volunteers to inform them which activity
they will be doing. An activity description can also be sent
familiarizing the volunteer with their activity.
• Students and Parent Evaluation Form
This form should be made available on the evening of the GEN
Family Science Night. The students and parents can fill out these
forms to give feedback on the evening. A small prize (candy) may be
given to the students on its return.
• Activity Station Facilitator Evaluation Form
This form should be made available on the evening of the GEN
Family Science Night. The volunteers can fill out these forms to give
feedback on the activities.
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Volunteers are needed to help with the Garden Earth Naturalists (GEN)
Family Science Night Program held on:
Date:
Time:
Please check where you can help us:
____ Help with setup before the Family Science Night (photocopying,
cutting craft pieces, etc.)
____ Facilitate an activity. We will teach you the principle being taught.
____ Other____________________________________________________

Name ____________________________ Phone ______________________
Address ______________________________________________________
Email ____________________________ FAX _______________________

Thank You!!!!!
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Sponsored by:
___________________________________________

What is it?

A great opportunity for you and your parents to
experience science in an interactive environment!

When is it?
What time is it?
Where is it?

Please cut off and return the bottom of this form to your
homeroom teacher!

Student’s Name:________________________________________
Homeroom Teacher’s Name:______________________________
______Yes, I am interested in FAMILY SCIENCE NIGHT!
There will be _____ (number of people) coming from my family.
______No, I am not able to attend at this time, but please inform
me when you offer this again.
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Dear ______________________________,
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Garden Earth Naturalist (GEN)
Family Science Night scheduled for ___________at ______pm _______pm. We are looking forward to a fun and educational evening with
______________Elementary School and appreciate your willingness to get
involved.

You are assigned to station _______________________________
which will be in ___ ____________________________________
from__________ to__________________.
With this letter OR attached to this email you will find:
• A description of your activity station.
• An overview of the GEN Family Science Night for facilitators.
• Information about the GEN passport.
Please become familiar with the activity at your station before the GEN
Family Science Night. Plan to arrive between _______& _______. When
you arrive, look around and locate the sign for your activity station.
When children arrive they will receive a ‘GEN’ Passport. They will answer
questions and record letters on their passport as they proceed around the
GEN Family Science Night.
Have a great time at our science night! Many thanks for your help. There
would not be a GEN Family Science Night without you!
At the end of the evening please clean up your station, recycle or dispose of
trash and place all materials in the supplied bag or box and bring it to
______________.
If you have any questions, please call ____________________________
or email ____________________________
We look forward to seeing you.
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Evaluation
We are interested in improving this program. As part of our
evaluation, we would appreciate your comments on the Family
Science Night. Please complete this form and give to a teacher, PTA
Volunteer or put in the evaluation box by the front door of the school.
Thank you!
1. What are three things you learned from the activities?

2. What was your favorite activity?

Students
The activities made me more curious about
science.
I learned something new about science.
Parents
I would attend this event again.
Please turn over and write on the back any other comments.
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

If you are uncertain about a response, please
mark “ neutral” (3)

Strongly
Disagree

3. What was your least favorite activity?

Activity Station Evaluation
We are interested in improving this program. As part of our
evaluation, we would appreciate your comments. Thank you!
Name of Station: ________________________________________
Did parents and children understand what to do at this station? Yes

No

If not, what could be done to improve the instructions?

Do you have any other suggestions for improving this station?

How could we make your job as a volunteer easier and more rewarding?

Do you have any suggestions for improving the science night as a whole?

Would you volunteer at another science night?

Yes

No

Other Comments: (please use back of sheet if needed)
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GEN Family Science Night
Activity Instructions
These GEN activities are designed to engage children and their families in
the wonderful world of science. These activity descriptions should be sent to
the volunteers prior to their arrival at the GEN Family Science Night to
familiarize them with their activity.
Each activity description gives an essential question which the child will be
able to answer when they have completed the activity. This question can
help guide the volunteer. There is also some background information, a
supply list and set-up instructions. This should help both the organizer and
volunteer to get the station ready.
As a general rule it is best to have one activity per table. This also applies
to the Department Banners and corresponding Passport Questions; one
Department Banner and one Passport Question per table.
The procedure section instructs the volunteer on how to complete the
activity. The discussion/assessment section offers questions that the
volunteers may ask the child to review the major concept being covered in
the activity.
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GEN: GEN Passport
Essential Question: What is Garden Earth?
Background: Garden Earth is made up of eight eco-service departments.
These eco-services managers and departments are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OLI EARTHWORM-Soil & Recycling Dept.: Recyclers help to create soil by breaking down dead
plant and animal material and wastes, furthering their decomposition by bacteria and fungi.
MS. MANTIS - Pest & Disease Control Dept.: If there were no animals to control animal and plant
populations, they would increase unchecked and overcrowd their habitats, killing off other species.
SUGA MAGNOLIA - Pollination Dept.: Plants need means of getting pollen to other plants of their
species so that new seeds can be created. Insects, such as bees and butterflies are important pollinators.
MADAME SQUIRREL - Food Production Dept.: Food supply is important for all organisms in
Garden Earth.
OLD MAN SPRUCE - Air Cleaning Dept.: All plants and trees help us clean the air of pollutants
and provide animals with oxygen.
DR. ARROW - Biodiversity Dept.: Maintaining the world’s biodiversity from the genetic level
through to the ecosystem level is vital for the functioning of Earth. Around one half of all plant and
animal species are found in rainforests - the greatest gene bank in the world.
MR. DIPPER - Water Purification Dept.: Soil absorption, fish, algae, plants and bacteria all aid to
remove pollutants from the water.
SOL THE SUN - Climate Control Dept.: Trees and other vegetation help provide shade and control
local temperature zones.

Supplies:
• GEN Passports printed on cardstock in white or light colors
• GEN Passport Instructions
• GEN Passport Questions
• Prizes: temporary tattoos, stickers, plastic bugs, etc.
Set-up:
Set up the Passport distribution table near the entrance. Make sure the GEN
Passport Instructions are in view. At each Department Display Banner
position the corresponding Passport Question. These questions may be
highlighted using helium balloons to show their location.
Procedure:
1. The child receives a passport.
2. The child reads the instructions on the back, which will tell them how to
complete their passport.
3. The children will make their way around the science night, answering the
questions and writing the correct letters on their passport.
4. If they complete all the activities they will spell out “Our Earth”.
5. They can then return to the passport table to collect their prize.
Discussion/Assessment:
Name an Eco-service Department in Garden Earth?
23

INSERT PASSPORT TEMPLATE
(Publisher document)
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INSERT PASSPORT TEMPLATE
(Publisher document)
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GEN: Meet the Managers
Essential Question: Who are the Eco-service Managers?
Background: Each department in Garden Earth has a Manager. These ecoservices managers are:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

OLI EARTH WORM-Soil & Recycling Dept.: Recyclers help to break down dead plant and animal
material and wastes, furthering their decomposition by bacteria and fungi. This material is recycled by
living plants.
MS. MANTIS - Pest & Disease Control Dept.: If there were no animals to control animal and plant
populations, they would increase unchecked and overcrowd their habitats, killing off other species.
SUGA MAGNOLIA - Pollination Dept.: Immobile plants need means of getting pollen to other
plants of their species so that new seeds and new life can be created. Bees, birds and butterflies are
important pollinators.
MADAME SQUIRREL - Food Production Dept.: All animals contribute to the food chain, although
it is not usually something they choose to do. Some species, particularly heavily populated ones, may
be critical links, necessary to the survival of other animals.
OLD MAN SPRUCE - Air Cleaning Dept.: All plants and trees help us clean the air of pollutants
and provide animals with oxygen.
DR. ARROW - Biodiversity Dept.: Maintaining the world’s biodiversity from the genetic level
through to the ecosystem level is vital for the functioning of Earth. Around one half of all plant and
animal species are found in rainforests - the greatest gene bank in the world. The rainforest gene bank
has become important for us humans. For example, many rainforest plants, such as rubber, cocoa and
rice have been collected from the wild and bred for cultivation.
MR. DIPPER - Water Purification Dept.: Soil absorption, fish, algae, plants and bacteria all aid to
remove pollutants from the water.
SOL THE SUN - Climate Control Dept.: Trees and other vegetation help provide shade and control
local temperature zones.

Supplies:
• large Garden Earth logo poster (place on table)
• Eight eco-service managers with Velcro attached.
Procedure:
1. The child chooses an eco-service manager on the table.
2. The child reads the description on the back and matches the eco-service
manager to their department pie piece on the Garden Earth logo poster.
3. The volunteer should guide the child and remove the cards for the next
child to try.
Discussion/Assessment:
Name the Air Cleaning Department Manger.
Name the Food Production Department Manger.
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GEN: Garden Earth Eco-service
Manager Badges
Essential Question: Who are the Eco-service Department Managers?
Background: Each department in Garden Earth has a Manager. These ecoservices managers are:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

OLI EARTH WORM-Soil & Recycling Dept.: Recyclers help to break down dead plant and animal
material and wastes, furthering their decomposition by bacteria and fungi. This material is recycled by
living plants.
MS. MANTIS - Pest & Disease Control Dept.: If there were no animals to control animal and plant
populations, they would increase unchecked and overcrowd their habitats, killing off other species.
SUGA MAGNOLIA - Pollination Dept.: Immobile plants need means of getting pollen to other
plants of their species so that new seeds and new life can be created. Bees, birds and butterflies are
important pollinators.
MADAME SQUIRREL - Food Production Dept.: All animals contribute to the food chain although
it is not usually something they choose to do. Some species, particularly heavily populated ones, may
be critical links, necessary to the survival of other animals.
OLD MAN SPRUCE - Air Cleaning Dept.: All plants and trees help us clean the air of pollutants
and provide animals with oxygen.
DR. ARROW - Biodiversity Dept.: Maintaining the world’s biodiversity from the genetic level
through to the ecosystem level is vital for the functioning of Earth. Around one half of all plant and
animal species are found in rainforests - the greatest gene bank in the world. The rainforest gene bank
has become important for us humans. For example, many rainforest plants, such as rubber, cocoa and
rice have been collected from the wild and bred for cultivation.
MR. DIPPER - Water Purification Dept.: Soil absorption, fish, algae, plants and bacteria all aid to
remove pollutants from the water.
SOL THE SUN - Climate Control Dept.: Trees and other vegetation help provide shade and control
local temperature zones.

Supplies:
• Garden Earth Eco-service Manager Badges copied on card
• safety pins
• tape
• colored markers/pencils/crayons
• scissors
• contact paper cut into squares
Procedure:
1. The child chooses a badge character.
2. The child colors the badge.
3. The child sticks the contact paper over the front of the badge and then
cuts off the excess.
4. Stick a safety pin on the back using the tape.
Discussion/Assessment: Name a Garden Earth Department Manager.
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GEN: Garden Earth Face Painting
(See Appendices for additional Puppet
Show)
Essential Question: What are the Garden Earth departments?
Background: Garden Earth is made up of eight eco-service departments.
These eco-services managers and departments are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OLI EARTH WORM-Soil & Recycling Dept.: Recyclers help to create soil by breaking down dead
plant and animal material and wastes, furthering their decomposition by bacteria and fungi.
MS. MANTIS - Pest & Disease Control Dept.: If there were no animals to control animal and plant
populations, they would increase unchecked and overcrowd their habitats, killing off other species.
SUGA MAGNOLIA - Pollination Dept.: Plants need means of getting pollen to other plants of their
species so that new seeds can be created. Insects, such as bees and butterflies are important pollinators.
MADAME SQUIRREL - Food Production Dept.: Food supply is important for all organisms in
Garden Earth.
OLD MAN SPRUCE - Air Cleaning Dept.: All plants and trees help us clean the air of pollutants
and provide animals with oxygen.
DR. ARROW - Biodiversity Dept.: Maintaining the world’s biodiversity from the genetic level
through to the ecosystem level is vital for the functioning of Earth. Around one half of all plant and
animal species are found in rainforests - the greatest gene bank in the world.
MR. DIPPER - Water Purification Dept.: Soil absorption, fish, algae, plants and bacteria all aid to
remove pollutants from the water.
SOL THE SUN - Climate Control Dept.: Trees and other vegetation help provide shade and control
local temperature zones.

Supplies:
• face paints
• trays for paints
• Garden Earth logos
• brushes/q-tips for painting
• baby wipes
Procedure:
1. The child chooses a logo: water drop, worm, sun, etc.
2. As the volunteer paints the logo, remind the child of the significance of
the sign. For example: the flower would indicate the Pollination
Department.
Discussion/Assessment:
What does your logo stand for?
Name a Garden Earth Eco-service Department.
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GEN: Puppet Show
Essential Question: What is Garden Earth?
Background: Garden Earth is made up of eight eco-service departments.
These eco-services managers and departments are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OLI EARTH WORM-Soil & Recycling Dept.: Recyclers help to create soil by breaking down dead
plant and animal material and wastes, furthering their decomposition by bacteria and fungi.
MS. MANTIS - Pest & Disease Control Dept.: If there were no animals to control animal and plant
populations, they would increase unchecked and overcrowd their habitats, killing off other species.
SUGA MAGNOLIA - Pollination Dept.: Plants need means of getting pollen to other plants of their
species so that new seeds can be created. Insects, such as bees and butterflies are important pollinators.
MADAME SQUIRREL - Food Production Dept.: Food supply is important for all organisms in
Garden Earth.
OLD MAN SPRUCE - Air Cleaning Dept.: All plants and trees help us clean the air of pollutants
and provide animals with oxygen.
DR. ARROW - Biodiversity Dept.: Maintaining the world’s biodiversity from the genetic level
through to the ecosystem level is vital for the functioning of Earth. Around one half of all plant and
animal species are found in rainforests - the greatest gene bank in the world.
MR. DIPPER - Water Purification Dept.: Soil absorption, fish, algae, plants and bacteria all aid to
remove pollutants from the water.
SOL THE SUN - Climate Control Dept.: Trees and other vegetation help provide shade and control
local temperature zones.

Supplies:
• puppet show stand
• puppets: Foreco, Old Man Spruce, Madame Squirrel, Suga Magnolia,
Bertha Bee
• Props: two flowers
• Script: Character Introductions
Set-up:
Set up the puppet show stand. Put up the script and have puppets ready. The
Discussion leader will need to have a script. This is a good introduction
puppet show. A good puppet show to follow is Oli Earthworms’ Recipe for
Soil.
Procedure:
1. Perform the Puppet Show.
2. Review some of the characters and their functions with the audience.
Discussion/Assessment:
Name an Eco-service Department in Garden Earth?
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Welcome to Foreco's Garden SCRIPT
Discussion leader: Welcome to the Foreco’s Garden Puppet show. We are going
to meet some of the department workers that help take care of Garden Earth.
Foreco, would you like to say, ‘hello’ to the families who have joined us?
Foreco: Oh, yes… (looking at the audience) Good evening and welcome to the
Garden Earth Science Night! I hope that you are enjoying this exciting night of fun
and learning. Let me welcome you to my garden! My name is Foreco! That stands
for forest ecosystem. I am in charge of taking care of all of the land on earth, as
well as all of the plants and animals and people that live on the land.
Discussion leader: Wow, Foreco that sounds like hard work. How do you find
enough time to do that much work?
Foreco: Well, I have hired many workers to help me as I tend my garden. Some
of my workers watch over the soil, and some take care of the air; some provide
food for all of the animals, and others make sure that all of the flowers are
pollinated. I could not do all of my work with out all of my fine workers.
Discussion leader: Well thank you, Foreco. Would you children like to meet some
of Foreco’s workers? Foreco, could you see if your workers could take some time
out to talk to the children? Perhaps Old Man Spruce… could you see if he is
awake?
Old Man Spruce: (appears on stage asleep and snoring, discussion leader may
try to wake him up with a little tug)
Discussion leader: (whisper to children) Children can you help me try to wake
Old Man Spruce up? On the count of three, lets all say “good morning, Old Man
Spruce”. Ready, One, Two, Three, “good morning Old Man Spruce!”
Old Man Spruce: Vat, Vat! Oh my, vell hello boys and girls. I guess that I must
have fallen asleep. My vork is so tiring. But you vouldn’t understand because you
are not trees. Being a tree is hard vork, all day long ve clean ze air. (starts to fall
back asleep, and is faintly snoring)
Discussion leader: (Loudly, to wake Old Man Spruce back up.) Well Old Man
Spruce, we could all pretend that we were trees, and then we might understand.
Old Man Spruce: (Wakes back up) Vat? Did you say pretend? Oh vell, o.k. Boys
and girls, please stand up where you are. Very good. Now in order to clean ze air
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ve first must have branches and leaves. Put your arms in ze air like they are
branches, and your fingers are the leaves. Very good, now svay in the breeze, like
this.(Old Man Spruce swasy back and forth, discussion leader demonstrates for
children). Good, but most trees do not have only two branches. You need more
branches to properly clean ze air, so one of your legs will have to do. Very
carefully stand on one leg. Very good. Now ze important part: cleaning ze air.
First, we breathe in ze air then we breathe it out. Breath in the air and breathe it
out, breathe it in and breathe it out, and ve are alvays svaying in ze breeze. See
how hard zat is? Now you hard vorkers, you may sit and rest.
Discussion leader: Wow, that is hard work!
Old Man Spruce: Yes it is very hard, but it is not all zat ve trees do. Ve also
provide vood, shade, medicines, paper, and places for animals to live. So you see
children it is important to respect the trees. Repeat after me, “respect the trees”
(pause). Yes, good. Now again, but louder, “respect the trees” (pause). Vell o.k. I
must be going, I am getting a little sleepy from all of this hard vork. Bye Bye.
Discussion leader: Thank you Old Man Spruce. Let’s see if Madame Squirrel
would like to say hello? Madame Squirrel…
Madame Squirrel: (Enters and sets her food basket down on the side of the
stage) Well yes, yes, hello boys and girls, welcome to my restaurant! I am so
proud of all of the delicious food that my restaurant serves and all of the hard labor
that my workers do to prepare it. My restaurant is spread throughout the forests,
meadows, and gardens of the earth. I serve all of the animals, and let me tell you,
they have many different ideas about what makes a good meal. What do you boys
and girls like to eat? (Pause for an answer.) Well you have very good taste. I
usually serve cockroaches, and grasshoppers, and berries, and flowers, and dead
animals, and the list goes on and on, and it’s so much work. Boys and girls would
you like to do a little dance that I some times do when I am collecting food for the
animals? Please stand up and I will show you my dance.
(Demonstrate once, with the discussion leader.)
Madame Squirrel, Madame Squirrel, shake your bushy tail.
Madame Squirrel, Madame Squirrel, shake your bushy tail.
Wrinkle up your little nose, Put it down between your toes,
Madame Squirrel, Madame Squirrel, shake your bushy tail.
Madame Squirrel: Very good boys and girls. Now if you would please sit upon
your bushy tails, I must be running. Oh has anyone seen my food basket?
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Discussion leader: Wow, she sure is busy! There are a lot of animals in the forest
that depend on Madame Squirrel for food. [List a few animals and ask the children
what they might eat.] Well, there are a few other workers that I would like to
introduce to you. Is Suga Magnolia back there?
Suga: Why yes I am, why what a beautiful day, and what gorgeous children!
Discussion leader: Suga, could you tell the children what it is that you do?
Suga: Why certainly. Boys and girls, I am in charge of pollination. I know that
that is a very big word, and maybe a new one for you. Let’s all say it together.
Ready? Pol-li-na-tion. Very good. Pollination is very important because with out it
there would be no fruit, or berries, or nuts, or seeds, or even baby plants. My fine
workers help me with my work. Why here is Bertha Honey Bee now. Bertha can
you show the children how you spread pollen from flower to flower?
Bertha: (act out while speaking) Why sure, Suga. (Flies to a flower) I go to the
flowers to drink some delicious nectar (slurp, slurp), and while I am there I like to
rub a little bit of this pollen on my legs and belly (rubs powder from flower on
belly). Then I go to another flower and do the same thing. When pollen from one
flower falls off of my belly onto another flower, that flower can then make seeds,
and delicious fruits and nuts. Oh, I love that I can do my work and drink sweet
nectar at the same time (slurp, slurp).
Suga: Why thank you Bertha. Now children can you pretend that you are a bee?
What does a bee say? (pause) Now when I ask, “bees, bees what do you say?” I
want you to say: buzz, buzz, buzz. O.K. Let’s try that. Bees, bees what do you say?
(pause) Oh Bertha, I think that these children would make wonderful bees!
Bertha: Suga, that reminds me of a joke. What did the flower say to the bee? Hee,
hee, it said buzz off!
Suga: (laughing sweetly) Oh, Bertha, aren’t you clever. Well we must be going
now. Bye bye children.
Discussion leader: Well, there is one more worker in Foreco’s garden that would
like to come and talk with you. I am going to ask Foreco herself to introduce our
next character. (Discussion leader goes back stage to perform Oli Earthworm’s
Recipe for soil.)
Foreco: Boys and girls, I am so proud of all of my hard workers. I would like to
introduce you to one very hard worker, named Oli Earthworm. He is in charge of
the soil department.
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Oli Earthworm’s Recipe for Soil
SCRIPT
Foreco: (from one side of stage) Boys and Girls, I always enjoy my visits with
Oli and his workers and I am sure you will, too. They are such a dedicated group.
Oli are you here? (she looks around and calls him again) Oli?
Oli: (pops up) Hi, Foreco! Hi, Boys and Girls. Things sure are busy down there
in my underground basement department.
Foreco: Oli take good care of these boys and girls. I know they are eager to learn
about your department. I must be going now. Bye, Oli! Bye, Boys and Girls!
Oli: Boys and Girls, want to hear a joke? Why did the worm cross the
playground? To get the other slide! Ha, ha! I'm so funny. Ha, ha! Let me
introduce you to some of my workers. This is Grunt. (Grunt pops up and grunts)
He is a fungus, just like a mushroom, but he lives under the ground. Can you
guess why we call him Grunt?! Say something, Grunt!
Grunt: Grunt, Grunt!
Oli: Very good. Let me introduce Legs. (Legs pops up) Legs, you sure are
looking good. Nice legs, Legs!
Legs: Hi, Boys and Girls. Legs are very helpful when you try to move quickly
through the soil! (She scampers across the stage to demonstrate)
Oli: Grunt and Legs, as top workers in my Soil Department, I would like you to
tell the boys and girls about our work. How 'bout it Grunt and Legs? (both look at
Oli and then begin to talk)
Grunt: Grunt, Grunt.
Oli: Thanks, Grunt! Legs?
Legs: Our department has the best smells!... (she pokes her nose into some soil
and snorts a noseful of it)
Grunt: Grunt, Grunt!
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Legs: ...And the best colors - browns, reds, red-browns, blacks, black-browns,
golds, gold-browns, did I say brown? And of course, we have the the best looking
workers!
Oli: My department is nice and dark! I’m really not used to all of these bright
lights, since I live in the dark soil, but I like telling you kids about the soil.
Grunt...Legs...will all of you be a bit more specific and tell the Boys and Girls
about the work you do? How about it Grunt?
Grunt: (puts his head in the soil and grunts and flings soil off the stage)
Oli: Legs?
Legs: We chew on all kinds of delicious dead things and turn them into soil - we
say we 'decompose' things. We put air spaces into the soil so that plants can
breathe.
Grunt: Grunt!
Legs: We make rich soil from dead trees, animal guts, and rocks. Soil is the
birthing material for all life. Soil is very important stuff.
Oli: And now, Boys and Girls, I will tell you about my Recipe for Soil. Let me
put on my apron, and get my bowl (Grunt or Legs puts a big bowl on stage; switch
Oli puppets to the one with the apron on) You all know what a 'Recipe' is don't
you boys and girls? (pause for answer) Well brownies are one of my favorite
recipes because brownies look like dirt! But, in my Recipe for soil, we start
with....
Grunt: grunts and he pours in small rocks
Oli: ...thank you Grunt - yes, rocks...
and then we add . . .(he looks toward Legs)
Legs: (Legs adds leaves and pine needles) some leaves and pine needles - good
organic material.
Oli: And next? (looks toward Grunt)
Grunt: grunts and pours in bugs
Oli: Bugs - live bugs and dead bugs...looks delicious, do you like my recipe boys
and girls? And now for the next ingredient...
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Grunt: (Grunts and adds animal guts)
Oli: Animal guts, yes animal guts. And then...
Grunt: (adds poop and grunts the word poop)
Oli: Poop is very important in making rich delicious soil.
Legs: Animal bones, guts, and gore - an occasion eye, lots of animal poop! We
decompose it all into delicious, rich soil. Do you remember what decompose
means? It means to break big things into little things. Oh and I almost forgot
...water. Water is very important. (Grunt pours in small vile of water; gets excited
and throws some water on children in front row)
Oli: Oh, sorry, Grunt tends to get a little excited. (Looks into soil bowl)
mmm...this is starting to look good! Grunt, Legs...anything else in my recipe?
Grunt: (jumps around a bit to get Oli's attention, grunts, and adds a bag of air to
the bowl)
Oli: That’s right! (Starts to talk fast and with excitement) Air is very important otherwise how would I breathe?...and how would all of my workers and all of the
roots of trees breathe?...and what about the flowers and grasses?...and Oh, my
department does such fine work!
Well, that's it Boys and Girls. That's my Recipe for good soil. There are lots of
fine things in my soil. Grunt, Legs and I would like to stay longer, but you know
how it is...gotta get to it! There are bugs, leaves, and poop to decompose. Byebye.
Legs: Boys and Girls, don't forget how important the soil is! (leaves the stage)
Grunt: (grunts and exits stage)
(Foreco enters again)
Foreco: Well, it was so wonderful to meet you and introduce you to some of my
friends here in Garden Earth. Enjoy the rest of the Science Night as you discover
more about all my important workers and how you can help take care of Garden
Earth.
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Let’s Make a Nature Journal
Essential Question: How can you use your journal to study nature?
Background: Did you know that recording natural phenomena goes all the
way back to drawings on cave walls and paintings on animal hides? These are
examples of the first nature “journals”. People would record explorations,
successful hunts, and specific happenings of each season. Explorers and
naturalists kept logs of their journeys and discoveries through nature journals.
Drawings and writings were used to describe new species of plants and
animals, as well as distribution and behaviors. Make a Nature Journal to record
and draw your nature discoveries, write poetry, and keep cool nature quotes in.
Here’s how to get started:
Supplies:
• Instructions and Nature Quotes display
• 2 sheets of white, tan, or natural colored Cardstock
• paper (typing)
• hole punch
• 3 metal clasp rings or yarn
• colored pencils, markers, crayons
• Contact paper
• optional: dried plants, magazines, glue, stickers
Procedures:
1. Have child take two pieces of cardstock for the front and back cover of their
journal and decorate them. Some ideas are:
• Write a nature quote or poem by a naturalist or make up their own.
• Draw a picture: flower, animal, nature scene
• Decorate with stickers or dried plants
2. Next, cover the front and back cover with contact paper.
3. Place some blank sheets of paper in between the covers to use as journal
pages.
4. Use a hole-puncher to punch 3 holes along the left side, through the covers
and sheets of paper.
5. Put it all together with metal clasps or tie with pieces of yarn.
Discussion/Assessment:
How may journals have been used before there were libraries and computers?
What are some benefits of journaling scientifically and personally?
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Pollination: Balancing Monarchs Craft
Essential Question: What is a monarch butterfly?
Background: Monarch butterflies are commonly studied for their seasonal
migration to and from Mexico and North America. They migrate towards
warmer weather to survive the harsher climate. They reproduce along their
journey, laying eggs on milkweed as they travel. Butterfly wings are made
up of thousands of tiny overlapping scales, like shingles on a roof. The
colors and patterns of a butterfly’s wings come from these powdery scales.
A male and female monarch can be differentiated by the vein thickening on
the hind wing of the male. It looks much like a black dot. The female does
not have this dot. The cutout butterfly balances due to its symmetry and the
weight of the pennies on each side.
Supplies:
• crayons, markers, or colored pencils (orange and yellow)
• cardstock cut-outs of monarch template
• scissors
• pennies (2 per butterfly)
• tape
Procedure:
1. Have children color the monarch picture using orange and yellow
variations (have pictures available for them to copy).
2. Cut out the butterfly (You will have to cut off the antennae).
3. Tape a penny to the top wing of the butterfly at approximately the same
position on either side. If the butterfly does not balance well, adjust the
pennies until it does so.
Discussion/Assessment:
Where are the scales?
Is our butterfly male or female?
What makes it balance?
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Pollination: Butterfly Chromatography
Essential Question: What do caterpillars turn in to?
Background: Butterflies go through complete metamorphosis which
consists of four distinct stages: egg, larva (caterpillar), pupa (chrysalis) and
butterfly. Butterflies lay their eggs on plants that the newly hatched
caterpillars can eat. Chromatography is a broad range of physical methods
used to separate and or to analyze complex mixtures. The black ink in the
caterpillar is actually made up of different colors. When the water is drawn
through the paper it takes the inks with it. Some inks are more attracted to
the paper than others, thus the different colors are taken different distances
up the paper and separation occurs.
Supplies:
• black transparency pen
• coffee filters
• scissors
• pencils for writing on the child’s name
• bowls of half an inch of water
• paper towels and newspaper for drying the butterflies
Preparation: Take a coffee filter and cut off the
sides as shown.
Prepare as many as needed. You may also want to
shape the wings slightly. See demo in kit.
Procedure:
1. Write the child’s name on the filter paper.
2. Have children draw a caterpillar about two thirds down the filter with the
black transparency pen.
3. Do this on both sides of the filter paper.
4. Have the child put the narrow end of the filter into a water bowl.
5. When the water has been drawn all the way up the filter the child can
take it out. (Note: you may have to dunk part of the filter before the water
has gone all the way up.)
6. Open up the butterfly and let it dry.
Discussion/Assessment: Is your butterfly black? Why not?
Where did all the colors come from?
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Pollination: Caterpillar Bracelets
Essential Question: What is the larva stage of a butterfly?
Background: Butterflies go through complete metamorphosis which
consists of four distinct stages: egg, larva (caterpillar), pupa (chrysalis) and
butterfly. Butterflies lay their eggs on plants that the newly hatched
caterpillars can eat. Monarch caterpillars will only eat milkweed. It is their
host plant. There are toxic substances in the milkweed which build up in the
caterpillars’ bodies. This makes them taste pretty nasty to predators. Other
butterflies like the viceroy imitate the monarchs for protection against
predators.
Supplies:
• pencils
• pipe cleaners (four per child)
• scissors
• pictures of caterpillars
Procedure:
1. Have children choose their colors for their caterpillar. Possibilities are
black, yellow and white for monarch or black swallowtail butterflies, red
and black for gulf fritillaries, or they can make their own choice.
2. Have the child take a pencil and wrap three color pipe cleaners around
the pencil until they have a tightly coiled spiral.
3. Bend the end of the pipe cleaner up to make antennae.
4. Remove the pencil and place a fourth pipe cleaner through the spiral.
5. Place the bracelet on the wrist.
Discussion/Assessment:
What kind of caterpillar is it?
What will it turn into?
What does it eat?
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Pollination: Acting as a Pollinator
Essential Question: How does pollination work?
Background: Pollination is the transfer of pollen grains from the anther to
the stigma. Pollination results in the plant producing fruit and seeds. Some
plants are self-pollinated (transfer of pollen from anther to stigma on the
same plant) and some are cross-pollinated (transfer of pollen from anther of
one plant to stigma of another plant). Plants can be pollinated by water, wind
or pollinators. Over 100,000 species such as bees, moths, butterflies, beetles,
flies and even birds, mammals and reptiles serve as pollinators worldwide.
The flower can attract specific pollinators through attractive scent, colorful
petals or with a combination of both. The pollinator visits the flower to
drink the sweet nectar that collects at the base of the flower. As the
pollinator drinks the nectar, sticky pollen grains from the anther get stuck
on its body. The pollinator visits another flower to drink nectar. Some of the
pollen grains rub off onto the sticky stigma, and some more pollen grains
get stuck on the pollinator’s body. The pollen grain on the stigma produces
a long tube that goes down the style and reaches the ovule (egg) in the
ovary. The pollen grain releases the male reproductive cells (male gametes)
that travel down the pollen tube and into the ovary. The male gametes fuse
with the ovule and seed production begins. The ovary becomes the fruit of
the plant.
Supplies:
• pollination display
• 5 pollinators for board
• pollen stickers for board
Procedure:
1. Have children choose a pollinator. There is a breeze, bee, bat,
hummingbird, and a beetle.
2. Have the child take the pollinator to the first flower.
3. Mimic the pollinator drinking the nectar.
4. Pick up pollen from the first flower’s anthers and stick it on the
pollinator.
5. Move the pollinator to the second flower and mimic drinking the nectar.
6. Remove the pollen and stick it on the stigma.
7. The pollinator has pollinated the flower.
Discussion/Assessment:
What did the pollinator do for the plant? How did the pollinator benefit?
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Pollination: Can You Find These Flower
Parts?
Essential Question: What are the different parts of a flower?
Background:

Parts of the Flower

Supplies:
• fresh/fake flowers
• magnifying glasses
• flower diagrams
Procedure:
1. Let the children explore the flowers using the magnifying glasses and
find the different parts labeled on the diagram.
Discussion/Assessment:
Identify the flower parts.
What is the petal’s function?
Does the flower smell? Why?
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Pollination: Name that Pollinator
Essential Question: Do pollinators like certain flowers
better than others?
Background:
Bees don’t see red but do see blue, yellow and ultraviolet. Butterflies have
good vision but a weak sense of smell. Hummingbirds are similar. They
have no sense of smell but very good vision and especially like red. Moths
are nocturnal so they are able to find light colored flowers and those with
strong scents in the dark better than other flowers. The same is true for bats,
but the flowers they pollinate must be larger and sturdier. Flies have a good
sense of smell and like the smell of rotten meat!
All of these interesting facts help us to know which flowers in our gardens
will attract which pollinators. Flowers and pollinators go together – flowers
provide food called nectar for the pollinator, and pollinators carry pollen
from flower to flower pollinating plants. When plants get pollinated, they
make seeds which eventually become baby plants. Based on their senses,
pollinators do “like” certain flowers more than others. By planting certain
flowers, we can see certain pollinators!
Supplies:
• Name that Pollinator Wheel
• Name that Pollinator Question Chart
• Instructions card
Procedure:
1. Have the participant take a Name that Pollinator wheel.
2. Then guide them to start answering the questions on the top chart.
Discussion/Assessment:
Did you find out something about pollinators that you didn’t know before?
Did you realize insects and could see (and not see) different colors? Did you
know they could smell?
Had you noticed certain pollinators at plants around your home or school
and wondered if they had a preference?
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Food Production: Pine Cone Bird
Feeders
Essential Question: What wildlife can you help support locally?
Background: There is plenty of wildlife in our neighborhood and at the
school site. Some birds will migrate for food during the winter, but others
will stay. The local birds will appreciate the extra food especially throughout
the winter time. We can help support the local birds and squirrels by making
simple feeders.
Supplies:
• trays of bird seed
• yarn
• lard/vegetable fat with wooden stick applicators
• pinecones/rice cakes
• zip-closing bags
• paper towels
• baby wipes
Procedure:
1. Before the children start arriving, tie yarn around some pine cones.
2. Give the child the pine cone with yarn and have them apply the fat to it.
The pine cone should be covered.
3. Have them roll the pine cone in the tray of bird seed.
4. Place the bird feeder in a zip-closing bag for them to take home.
Discussion/Assessment:
Where will you put the feeder?
Does it matter how high it is?
Do you have any pets?
How might having pets affect the visiting birds?
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Food Production: Making Food Webs
Essential Question: Where does the energy come from for Garden Earth to
produce food?
Background: The sun provides energy for the producers (plants). The plants
make their own food using this energy, carbon dioxide and water. This
process is called photosynthesis. The producers are eaten by consumers.
This can be represented as a food chain:

SUN

WHEAT

MOUSE

SNAKE

HAWK

Each feeding level in the food chain is called a trophic level. Food chains are
interconnected to form food webs. The transfer of stored energy up the
trophic levels ends when the organism dies. The decomposers (fungi and
bacteria) break down the complex organic compounds into nutrients that the
plants can use.
Supplies:
• Food Chain Puzzle
• Soil Food Web Puzzle
• Pond Food Web Puzzle
• Instruction Board
Procedure:
1. The child can choose a puzzle to complete.
2. Younger children may try making the food chain and older children may
try the food webs.
3. The child can use the picture to make up the puzzle or try and work it out
on their own.
Discussion/Assessment:
Where do plants get their energy to make food?
Name a producer.
Name a consumer.
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Food Production: Migratory Bird Hats
Essential Question: Which birds migrate?
Background: Students will make a simple hat to wear at Science Night.
They will be able to choose color of hat band, tail, and head to mimic the
colors of a migratory bird. The migratory birds listed are the Summer
Tanager, Red-eyed Vireo, Broad-winged Hawk and Blackburnian Warbler.
You may wish to only do two of the birds.
Supplies:
• brown construction paper cut into long strips about 2 inches wide for
hat bands
• templates to use to cut out wings, tails, and heads printed on various
colors For 100 bird hats (approx 25 of each type) make:
Heads:
7 Brown, 5 Orange and 5 Red,
Beaks:
2 Orange or Yellow and 1 Black,
Tails:
10 Red, 20 Brown and 10 Black,
Wings:
20 Red, 20 Yellow and 40 Black
• staplers/tape
• pictures of migratory birds with hat instructions
• pens, markers, or crayons to add eyes
Set-up:
Cut the brown construction paper into 2 inch wide strips. Two strips will
need to be joined to reach around the head. Join the strips on one end with a
stapler or tape. Leave the other end unconnected until it is put on the
student’s head. Pre-cut the head and tails using the templates. Cut out beaks.
Complete one hat of each type to be examples. You may have the older
children cut out their own templates.
Procedure:
1. Allow students to look at pictures of the four migratory birds. Ask them
to choose a bird.
2. Let the child take the necessary parts to complete their bird. They will
need to make a hat in the same colors as the bird they chose. The bird
instruction card guides them as to which color parts they need.
3. Fit the hat band around the student’s head and staple or tape.
4. Attach the head, wings, beak and tail by stapling.
Discussion/Assessment:
Do all birds migrate?
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Food Production: Bird Migration Game
Essential Question: What threats do migrating birds face?
Background: Birds migrate from South to North to breed and raise their
young. When the weather starts to get colder they migrate south again.
Supplies:
• Bird Migration Game cards
• instructions card
• Finish Line card
• giant dice (6)
• banding/flagging tape (plastic ribbon for tying around their ankles)
• long string and clothes pegs or adhesive for putting on a wall
Set-up:
Set up the cards in number sequence either along a piece of string or stick
the cards to a wall. The cards should be well spaced out. Dice should be
placed at the corresponding cards. Plastic ribbon should be cut into strip big
enough for the child to place around their ankle and placed at its
corresponding card.

8

9

10

dice

Procedure:
1. The child throws the dice and then proceeds to that card number.
2. The child follows the instructions on the card.
3. The children will make their way along the line of cards acting out things
that can happen to birds while migrating.
Discussion/Assessment:
What are some threats that migrating birds face?
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Food Production: Camouflage and
Warning Color Masks
Essential Question/s: How do animals hide from predators? How do
animals let predators know that they are toxic to eat?
Background: Some animals use camouflage as a defense. They blend in
with their background to evade predators. Other animals taste bad or are
poisonous and advertise this fact to predators by having bright warning
colors. Monarch butterflies and coral snakes both have bright warning colors
to deter predators. Animals that are not poisonous or bad-tasting sometimes
mimic these animals like the viceroy butterfly and the scarlet king snake,
which mimic the monarch butterfly and coral snake.
Supplies:
• snake and butterfly mask templates
• instructions and demo. pictures
• camouflage material to be hung on wall
• pens/pencils/crayons
• yarn
• scissors
• tape
• hole punch
Set-Up: You may want to have some masks pre-cut for the younger
children.
Procedure:
1. The child chooses a snake or butterfly mask.
2. They decide whether they want to make it camouflage with the material
or to stand out with bright warning colors.
3. The child colors the mask and cuts it out.
4. The holes are punched and yarn is tied on to the mask.
5. The child can place their mask against the fabric to see if it is
camouflaged or if it stands out.
Discussion/Assessment:
Why do some animals have camouflage?
Why some animals are brightly colored?
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Food Production: Match the Tracks
Essential Question: How do you know who is living in your backyard?
Background: Animals leave behind many tell-tale signs of their presence.
So even if we don’t see them we can tell who has been there from the signs
they leave. For example if you find a beautiful blue and black striped feather
on the ground in your yard, chances are a Blue Jay has passed that way.
Each bird species has unique feathers. Each species of bird also builds a
unique nest. Other signs are scat and animal tracks. Tracks may lead the
way to an animal’s den or resting place. They show whether the animal was
running or walking and whether the animal was alone or in a group. Many
different kinds of animals leave tracks including mammals, birds, snakes,
frogs and even insects. Each animal leaves a unique footprint. They can be
identified by the size, toe number and placement, claw marks, and the
distance between tracks. Plaster can be used to make a permanent record of
animal footprints. Today we will see if the children can identify the tracks of
some common animals.
Supplies:
• 2 track placement mats
• animal tracks instructions
• 12 rubber tracks
• scat (animal dung) samples to display – if available
• other samples of animal signs: gnawed stick, nest, feather, etc.
Procedure:
1. Display the poster and other objects.
2. Set up the rubber casts of tracks on the table.
3. Children will place the rubber animal track on the track placement mat on
the animal they think it belongs to. Answers are on the rubber track.
Discussion/Assessment:
Which animal track can you recognize?
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Soil & Recycling: Oli’s Recipe for Soil
Essential Question: What is soil?
Background: Soil is complex material. It is composed of inorganic
particles, such as sand, silt, or clay, produced from the weathering of rock,
and organic materials, such as humus, produced from the decomposition of
plant and animal tissues. It takes about 100 years to create an inch of
topsoil. In Georgia much of the topsoil is gone - eroded through poor
agricultural practices, especially cotton farming. The Georgia red clay you
see is not the rich brown topsoil that used to be under the forest canopy but
the subsoil exposed by erosion of the topsoil. Important soil workers include
earthworms, ants, fungi, bacteria and other insects and organisms that help
to decompose dead plant and animal material. Oli Earthworm likes to talk
about his ‘recipe for soil’ which includes leaves, pine needles, tree branches,
rocks, animal poop and guts, mushrooms, insects, bacteria (he needs a hand
lens to see these), water, air, and more.
Supplies:
• Oli Earthworm sign with recipe
• Mystery Bucket
• Ingredients: leaves, pine needles, tree branches, rocks, animal poop,
animal remains (bone), insects, fungi (mushrooms), bacteria- (Petri
dish), water (in vial) and air (in via or baggie).
• Non-ingredients: plastic bottle, aluminum can, pen, other items
Procedure:
1. The sign depicts Oli Earthworm and his recipe for soil. He invites
children to use their sense of touch to pull soil ingredients out of the
Mystery Bucket and decide if they should go into his soil recipe.
2. An adult will have to supervise and make sure the Mystery Bucket is
refilled at regular intervals.
Discussion/Assessment:
What is Oli Earthworm making?
What are some of his ingredients for soil?
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Soil & Recycling: Worming Around
Essential Question: How do worms decompose?
Background:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The shape of a worm is long and thin and it has a soft body and no bones.
The body of the worm is made up of lots of tiny rings called segments.
Each segment has bristles called setae.
A worm has no arms, legs, eyes.
The tail end of the worm is called the posterior, and the head end is called the
anterior.
There is a flap over the worm’s mouth. It is called the prostomium.
The band around the worm is called the clitellum.
Worm casts (a polite word for poop) help make the soil more nutritious for plants.
Worms breathe through their skin! They have tiny blood vessels (capillaries) near the
surface of their skin which absorb oxygen directly.
Worms eat decomposing organic matter like fallen leaves, dead grass, dirt, and the
small organisms that are involved in decomposition, such as bacteria, fungi, and
algae.

Supplies:
• worm bin/worms
• magnifying glasses
• spray bottle
• optional: pickle, petri dishes, flashlight, rock (for worm behavior)
Procedure:
1. Let the children hold the worms and try to identify the parts. (Keep the
worms moist with the spray bottle.)
Discussion/Assessment:
What do earthworms do? What is one thing you have learned about worms?
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Soil & Recycling: Make your own Soil
Profile
Essential Question: What is a soil profile?
Background: If you look in a soil pit or on a roadside cut, you will see
various layers in the soil. These layers are called soil horizons. The
arrangement of these horizons in a soil is known as a soil profile.
Soil horizons differ in a number of soil properties such as color, texture,
structure, and thickness, chemical and mineral content and consistency. All
these properties are used to define types of soil horizons.
Soil scientists use the capital letters O, A, B, C, and E to identify the master
horizons, and lowercase letters for distinctions of these horizons. Most soils
have three major horizons -- the surface horizon (A), the subsoil (B), and
the substratum (C). Some soils have an organic horizon (O) on the
surface, but this horizon can also be buried. The master horizon, E, is used
for subsurface horizons that have a significant loss of minerals (eluviation).
Hard bedrock, which is not soil, uses the letter R.
Supplies:
• 3 different soil types Horizon A, B and C and name cards
• spoons
• soil profile cards
• carpet tape cut to soil horizon card size
• instructions and soil profiles in GA cards

Soil Name_________
Horizon 0”

A

1”
2”

Set-up: Gather 3 soil types and place in labeled plastic containers.
Copy and cut cards. Stick carpet tape on the card.

3”
B

Procedure:
1. Take the carpet tape and stick it on the soil profile card.
2. Peel down the beginning of the tape to about 12” and spoon on
the horizon A soil over the soil container.
3. Shake off any excess soil.
4. Peel down the tape backing further to 36” and add the horizon B soil.
5. Shake off the excess soil.
6. Peel off all the tape backing and add the C horizon.

4”

Discussion/Assessment:
What is a soil profile?
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INSERT CORRECT SOIL PROFILE CARDS
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Biodiversity: Making a Herbal Teabag
Essential Question: What do we get from forests??
Background: The forest provides many service and products for human use. A lot of
medicine we use today was originally a plant product. One of the easiest methods of
preparing medicine from a plant is to make a tea. “True teas” come from the dried leaves
of the Camellia sinesis plant from Asia. This is called black tea or green tea and is often
used to make iced tea. However, any beverage made by combining boiled water with
plants or herbs and steeping the mixture to extract the active ingredients has come to be
casually referred to as tea or herb tea. The purpose of this activity is to bring to the
attention of participants the important medicines that are provided by plants. Many
important medicines come from forests and there are many yet to be discovered.

Supplies:
• empty tea bags
• stapler (at least 2)
• dried chamomile flowers
• dried peppermint leaves
• tags
• zip-lock bags
• pencils or pens
• information cards
• instruction sheets
Procedure:
1. Give each child two empty tea bags. Then direct children to follow the
instructions.

2. Open one tea bag and spoon dried chamomile flowers into the
tea bag until 2/3 full.
3. Fold down the open end of the bag once.
4. Put one end of the tag string in and fold over two or three times
and staple.
5. Write the name of the herb inside of the tea bag on the label.
6. Repeat the procedure with the second tea bag, but fill with
peppermint leaves.
7. Place your two teabags in a zip-lock bag with an information
sheet.
Discussion/Assessment: What medicinal properties does your tea have?
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Chamomile tea acts to calm nerves and also as a tonic to calm the
gastro-intestinal canal. It is useful for earaches, coughs, and upset
stomachs. This was given to Peter Rabbit by his mother upon his
return from Mr. McGregor’s garden.
Peppermint tea helps with indigestion and relaxes the muscles of
the digestive tract. Peppermint’s chief therapeutic value lies in its
ability to relieve intestinal gas. Studies have shown that it relieves
colon spasms and helps to cure ulcers. Peppermint also helps
relieve nervous headaches.
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Chamomile tea acts to calm nerves and also as a tonic to calm the
gastro-intestinal canal. It is useful for earaches, coughs, and upset
stomachs. This was given to Peter Rabbit by his mother upon his
return from Mr. McGregor’s garden.
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ability to relieve intestinal gas. Studies have shown that it relieves
colon spasms and helps to cure ulcers. Peppermint also helps
relieve nervous headaches.
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Air Cleaning: Seed Necklace
Essential Question: What does a seed need to germinate?
Background: Seeds remain dormant or inactive until conditions are right for
germination. All seeds need water, oxygen, and proper temperature in order
to germinate. Some seeds require proper light also. Some germinate better in
full light while others require darkness to germinate. When a seed is exposed
to the proper conditions, water and oxygen are taken in through the seed
coat. The embryo's cells start to enlarge. Then the seed coat breaks open and
a root or radicle emerges first, followed by the shoot or plumule that
contains the leaves and stem.
Supplies:
• seeds
• yarn
• mini centrifuge tubes
• water
• pipette
• cotton ball or toilet paper
• info sheet
• possible seed model
Procedure:
1. Take a tube and push a piece of cotton wool into the tube.
2. Add the seed.
3. Add water with a pipette and push the cotton wool down again, if
necessary.
4. Secure yarn around the tube and tie in a loop.
5. Wear necklace and watch the germination process take place.
Discussion/Assessment:
What will happen to the seed?
What will you have to do when the plant gets bigger?
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Air Cleaning: Leaf ID
Essential Question: How can you identify trees?
Background: There are many ways to identify trees. You may look at the
bark, twigs, buds, overall tree shape, location, size and leaf. In this activity
the student will try to identify some local leaves using a chart. Note to
volunteer: look over the Leaf ID Characteristics chart to familiarize yourself
with the terms and descriptions.
Supplies:
• leaf Id chart and display
• leaves in bags (do not take out of bags)
• Leaf ID Guides (blank copies, cut and stapled)
• Crayons w/ paper taken off
• instruction sheet
Procedure:
1. The child takes a blank Leaf ID Guide and makes leaf rubbings on each
page using a crayon – Place leaf (in bag) under the sheet of paper, then
rub over the top of the paper with the side of a crayon. The rubbing will
come through, even with the leaf in the plastic bag.
2. The child is to look at the leaf and observe its characteristics (shape,
margin, needles, lobed or compound, alternative or opposite arrangement
– See display).
3. Look at the Leaf ID chart to match the leaf’s characteristics.
4. Lift up the flap to match the leaf and identify it using the chart.
5. Write in the correct identification on the line below each leaf rubbing.
Discussion/Assessment:
What are some other ways to identify trees?
Which trees can you identify?
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Leaf Identification Guide

Leaf rubbing:

Tree Identification: _______________________

Leaf rubbing:

Leaf rubbing:

Tree Identification: _______________________
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Tree Identification: _______________________

Leaf rubbing:

Leaf rubbing:

Tree Identification: _______________________

Tree Identification: _______________________

Leaf rubbing:

Enjoy identifying
trees in your
backyard using your
new Leaf
Identification
Guide!

Tree Identification: _______________________
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Climate Control: Make Your Own UV
Detector (UV Bracelets)
Essential Question: What is UV radiation?
Background: The sun emits ultraviolet (UV) and infrared radiation that our eyes
cannot see. UV radiation is of concern to us because unprotected exposure to it can cause
skin and eye damage. UV radiation can be broadly subdivided into UV-A, UV-B and
UV-C. Their main characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 – Main Characteristics of UV-A, UV-B, and UV-C Radiation
UV -A
UV-B
UV-C
Wavelength
315-400
280-315
100-280
(nanometer,nm)
Mostly absorbed
Almost all
Penetrates the
Absorption by
by the ozone
absorbed by the
ozone layer
the ozone layer
layer
ozone layer
>98% of UV
<2% of UV
Amount
radiation is UV- radiation is UVNegligible
reaching the
A
B
Earth's surface
Overexposure
Generates
Effects on
induces skin
photochemical
None
humans and the
cancer and eye
smog
environment
cataracts
The ozone layer does an excellent job absorbing a lot of the UVB radiation.
Unfortunately the ozone layer is being depleted. 75-80% of the problem is caused by
human activities. By releasing chorine and bromine containing chemicals into the
atmosphere we are depleting the ozone layer. This may cause future problems for all life
on Earth. The plastic UV bead in the bracelet contains a harmless chemical which
changes color when exposed to UV radiation. Students can use the bead to see if UV
radiation is present.

Supplies:
• UV beads
• different color beads
• pipe cleaners
Procedure:
1. Let the child choose 1 pipe cleaner, 1 UV bead and 2 color beads
2. Feed the beads onto the bracelet
3. Fasten bracelet around the wrist and explain that the UV bead will
change color in the sun.
Discussion/Assessment:
Investigate the UV protecting abilities of sunglasses, glass, and sun screen.
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Climate Control: Global Warming –
What’s Your Score?
Essential Question: What is global warming?
Background: The Greenhouse Effect increases the temperature that the
Earth experiences because certain gases in the atmosphere (water vapor,
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and methane) trap energy from the sun.
Without these gases, heat would escape back into space and Earth’s average
temperature would be about 60°F colder. These gases warm our world much
like the glass panels do in a greenhouse, thus we call them greenhouse
gases.
Greenhouse gases are a good thing. We need them to maintain Earth’s
temperature, but people have an effect on greenhouse gases. When trees are
cut down and burned (deforestation) carbon dioxide, one of the most
important greenhouse gases, is released into the air. When fossil fuels are
burned as fuel in factories and cars, carbon dioxide is also released. These
extra greenhouse gases likely produce Global Warming
Supplies:
• EPA Global Warning – What’s Your Score? Wheel Calculator
• Global Warning – What’s Your Score? Chart with green arrow (for
keeping track. Of CO2 emissions)
• Instructions card
• Greenhouse Effect and Global Warming Information card
Procedure:
3. Have the participant take a ‘What’s Your Score?’ EPA CO2 emissions
wheel.
4. Then guide them to start answering the questions in the top yellow boxes
and help them find the corresponding amount of CO2 emissions in lbs per
year in the bottom yellow boxes.
5. Have them use the Global Warming ‘What’s Your Score?’ Chart and
green arrow to record the total amount of CO2 produced by their
household.
Discussion/Assessment:
Does your household produce more CO2 than the average American
household? (60,000 lbs of CO2 per year)
Turn the wheel over to see how you can reduce the amount of CO2 your
household produces.
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Climate Control: Bulbs for Birds
Essential Question: How can I help fight global warming by
using compact fluorescent light bulbs?
Background:
• Replacing one traditional bulb with a CF bulb saves 230 lbs of carbon per
year, equal to approximately 1% of a person’s total annual carbon
production.
• If every American home switched just one light bulb, we would save
enough energy to light more than 2.5 million homes for a year and
prevent greenhouse gases equivalent to the emissions of nearly 800,000
cars.
• Many CF bulbs use 2/3 less energy than standard incandescent bulbs to
provide the same amount of light, last up to 10 times longer, save $30 or
more in energy costs over each bulb’s lifetime, and generate 70% less
heat.
• They turn on instantly and produce no sound.
• They come in most shapes and sizes and can be used inside and outside.
Supplies:
• Bulbs for Birds display
• CF light bulb pledge cards
• pens
Getting Ready:
1. Make copies of the CF Pledge Card on cardstock and cut them apart.
Procedure:
2. Have students read facts about the benefits of compact fluorescent light
bulbs of traditional light bulbs.
3. Have them and their parents sign a pledge to replace a traditional light
bulb with a CF one.
Discussion/Assessment:
How can the use of CF light bulbs help reduce the affects of global
warming?
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Insert Publisher Document of Pledge Cards
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Pest and Disease Control: Who Is Living
In Your Garden?
Essential Question: Which animals, plants and fungi could be considered
pests?
Background: The term pest in this activity is used to describe a plant,
animal or fungus that damages or overruns your garden. The pest may
actively destroy plants and trees or may grow so fast as to devour the garden.
This activity is intended to make children more aware of invasive plants and
animals.
Supplies:
• Who Is Living In Your Garden? Background Boards
• plant, animal and fungi pictures to add to garden
• Results Board
• Instructions Board
Set-up:
Lay out all the different animal, plant and fungus pictures. Have the garden
boards taped on the table assessable to the children.
Procedure:
1. The child adds six animals, plants and fungi to their garden.
2. The child checks the results board to see how well their garden would
survive.
3. The child adds up their total for the garden and reads the outcome for that
score.
Discussion/Assessment:
Why did you get a high score for your garden?
Why did you get a low score for your garden?
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Pest and Disease Control: Investigating
Termites
Essential Question: How do termites communicate?
Background: Termites are a social insect. They live in colonies under the
ground or in logs. They are blind and use chemicals called pheromones to
communicate with other termites. To make a trail for other termites to
pursue, the termite excretes a pheromone so that other termites can follow.
Strangely enough, a chemical in a bic pen is very much like this pheromone.
When a line is drawn with this pen, the termites will follow it.
Supplies:
• termites (from rotting log or botanical garden, UGA)
• paper
• bic pens
• small paint brushes
Procedure:
1. The child draws a figure-eight on a piece of paper using a bic pen.
2. Place a termite on the paper.
3. Have the child use the paint brush to keep the termite on the page.
4. The termite will find the track and follow it round.
5. Explain why the termite is doing this or have the child read the
explanation card.
6. Return the termite to the holding container.
Discussion/Assessment:
Why did the termite follow the pen?
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Water Purification: Water Meter
Essential Question: How much water do I use in a day?
Background: It is important to conserve the Earth’s resources. Less than 1% of
the Earth’s total water is usable to humans. Students can track their own water
usage by using the water meter.
Supplies:
• ribbon cut to fit meters (1 per student)
• water meter template on white cardstock, pre cut and scored (1 per
student)
• tape
• glue sticks
• beads (1 per student)
Getting Ready:
Pre cut and score the water meter templates as shown below:

Procedure:
1. Students will make their own water meter to see how much water they use
during a day.
2. Hand out one water meter, piece of ribbon and bead to each student.
3. Have the students:
4. Fold the template in half along the black line, so that the two blank sides
touch.
5. Unfold the water meter and thread the ribbon through one side and attach it
at the back with tape.
6. Put the bead on the ribbon so it will act as a marker on the scale.
7. Thread the other end of the ribbon though the other slit, pull tight and attach
with tape.
8. Glue both blank sides of the water meter together. The water meter is now
complete and the bead should move up and down the ribbon when pulled.
9. Show the students how to use the table on the back of the water meter and
how to use the scale.
Discussion/Assessment: Ask students when they use the most water?
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INSERT PUBLISHER WATER METER
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Water Purification: Water Cycle in a
Bag
Essential Question: How does the water cycle work?
Background: The water cycle is the only way that Earth can be continually
supplied with fresh water. The heat from the sun converts water from a
liquid state to a gaseous state (water vapor). Water from the oceans, lakes,
and rivers is heated in a process called evaporation. Plants lose water
through the process of transpiration. As the air cools, the water vapor forms
clouds. This is called condensation. Most of the water is immediately
returned to the seas by rain (precipitation). The rest of the water vapor is
carried inside clouds by wind over land where it rains or snows. Some
precipitation infiltrates the soil and percolates through the layers to collect as
underground water. Rain and melted snow is brought back to the oceans by
rivers, streams and run-off from glaciers and water underground.
Supplies:
• zip-lock bags
• water cycle templates
• extra fine point permanent markers
• sand
• water
Procedure:
1. Place a water cycle template inside the clear plastic zip-lock bag.
2. With a permanent marker, trace the water cycle design on the outside of
the bag.
3. Remove the template and place a small amount of gravel/sand into the
bag.
4. Add approximately three teaspoons of water.
5. Seal the bag and tape to a sunny window. Depending on the sunlight,
your water cycle should begin generating in a couple of hours.
Discussion/Assessment: Ask the child to define the different terms:
condensation, evaporation, precipitation, infiltration, run-off, transpiration.
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PVC Puppet Stage
Doug Ledbetter::HowTos::PVC Puppet Stage
My children have been involved in dramatic presentations for several years but recently
they needed to use puppets in their presentation. We didn't have a puppet stage, so I
began doing research into the best way to build one. I found a few helpful pages on the
web, but nothing that really spelled out the details so I decided to document what I built
in case it might help somebody else.
Materials Checklist
1. Plywood. You'll need enough to cut out four squares that are one foot each (in
other words, about 4 square feet). It doesn't need to be terribly thick. 1/4" would
be fine.
2. 2" PVC Pipe. I chose 2" PVC to keep it sturdy. It worked wonderfully. You'll
need up to 5 pieces of pipe, depending on how large you want to make your
puppet stage.
3. Four 2" PVC 90-degree elbows
4. Four 2" PVC pipe-to-pipe couplers. What you would use to splice two pieces of
PVC pipe together
5. Four "end caps" which have a flat bottom and will slip into the 2" couplers.
6. Four 2" PVC T-connectors
7. Four carriage bolts (with flat washers, lock washers and nuts)
8. PVC cleaner and glue
9. Sandpaper (around 220 grit would be fine)
I spent about $50 on the materials at the local Home Depot.
Tools Checklist
1. Electric Drill
2. [Optional] Drill press
3. Deep well socket sized to match the nuts you purchased
4. Power miter saw, circular saw or hacksaw
5. [Optional] orbital sander
Here's a basic diagram of the puppet stage.

As you can see, it's pretty large. In fact, it turned out to be a bit too large for our purpose,
so I narrowed it from 8 feet wide to 6 feet wide. The stage can be disassembled for easy
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transportation as long as you follow my directions for which joints to glue and which to
leave as friction joints.
Installation Steps
Note: you can click on the photos to get a larger view!
1. Start with the feet. Cut out the four
plywood feet. They should be roughly 1'
square. Use the sand paper to take out any
rough edges to prevent splinters.
Next, drill a hole in the center of each
plywood foot and also in the center of the
PVC end caps. I used my drill press for
this, but a hand electric drill would work
too. You will want to countersink the
bottom of the plywood feet so that your
carriage bolts will be flush with the
bottom of the foot. I used a spade drill bit Note the counter sink allows the carriage bolt
for this that was just wider than the head to be flush (or recessed) with the bottom of the
foot.
of the carriage bolt.
Insert the carriage bolts through the
bottom of the plywood feet and up
through the PVC end caps. Use the flat
washer then the lock washer and finally
the nut to secure the PVC end caps to the
plywood foot. Don't over-tighten the nut
with your socket and ratchet. This is
plastic, ya know!
Use the PVC cleaner and glue to attach
the PVC couplers to the PVC end caps.
Be sure to dry fit this beforehand. You
want to leave enough room in the coupler
so that you can insert a PVC leg at least
an inch so that it will hold the leg
securely. I used a scrap block of wood
around 3/4" in size to act as a spacer
between the plywood foot and the PVC
coupler while I was gluing it. That kept
each couper the same distance from the
plywood too.
Let this joint dry before attempting to fit
the 2" uprights into this base. It will
probably only take 20-30 minutes tops for
Final assembly seen here with a 2" PVC pipe
the glue to dry.
inserted.
2. Cut the PVC into the required lengths. To build the puppet stage to the size indicated
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in the above diagram, make the following cuts:
2 - 96" Lengths (stage width - adjust to your liking)
2 - 36" Lengths (stage depth)
2 - 50" Lengths (frontdrop height)
2 - 55 1/2" Lengths (backdrop height - bottom part)
2 - 13 1/2" Lengths (backdrop height - top part)
2 - 3" Lengths (cut from scraps)
Notes on gluing PVC pipe:
• After cutting the pipe, there may be some rough edges. If so, you can smooth
those edges with some sandpaper.
• It's always a good idea to dry fit the joints before gluing. I usually mark the pieces
when they are dry fitted together so that I instantly know where they go when I'm
gluing. You don't want to make a mistake with the gluing. You have about 10
seconds to move the parts in the joint before the glue gets really stiff.
• These joints aren't going to carry water, but it still a good idea to take the time to
create a good joint which will hold up to many setup and tear down cycles.
• Thoroughly clean both mating surfaces with PVC cleaning solution before gluing.
• Allow the cleaning solution to evaporate before applying glue (it won't take long).
• Apply a thin layer of glue to the socket and a generous amount of PVC glue to the
pipe to be inserted. Don't worry about excess glue squishing out. Just try to keep
the glue from getting on your skin or anything important.
• Push the pieces together and then turn them about 1/4" to thoroughly distribute
the glue within the joint.
• You may want to mark which joints have been glued to make disassembly easier.
3. Dry fit the front joint components to
make sure everything looks OK. For this
front joint section, you'll need the two 50"
lengths, two 90-degree elbows and two Tconnectors for each side of the stage.
You'll use the 3" length you cut from
scrap to connect the 90-degree elbow to
the T-connector. Remember to make two
of these assemblies — one for the frontleft and one for the front-right.
Once you feel comfortable with the dry
fit, you can glue the following:
• T-connector to 3" scrap
• 3" scrap to 90-degree elbow
• 50" front leg pipe to bottom of the
T-connector from previous step
That's all you should glue on this
assembly if you want to be able to
disassemble the puppet stage and make it
easily transportable. Do not glue the 96"
front crossbar or the 36" depth bar.
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4. Dry fit the rear joint assembly. For this
assembly you will need two Tconnectors, the 55 1/2" pipe and the 13
1/2" pipe. Once you're satisfied with the
fit, glue the following joints:
• 55 1/2" length to the bottom of the
T-connector
• 13 1/2" length to the top of the Tconnector
Next, dry fit and then glue the two 90degree elbows to the back 96" crossbar.

5. Once the joints are dry (typically 20-30
minutes) you can assemble the entire
puppet stage easily:
1. Insert the two 70" rear
upright assemblies into
two feet
2. Slip the rear cross bar onto
the tops of the two rear
upright assemblies.
Friction will hold this
joint.
3. Insert the two 36" front
upright assemblies into
two feet. Friction will hold
these in place.
4. Insert the front cross bar
between the two front
upright assemblies.
Friction will hold this
joint.
5. Insert the two 36" depth
pipes to connect the back
half with the front half.
Friction will hold this
joint.
As you can see from the finished
assembly, I shortened the width of the
puppet stage to about six feet (note the
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splice in the back cross piece).
You will find this design to be roomy
enough for two or more puppeteers. The
2" PVC pipe also provdes plenty of
strength even when outside on a breezy
day.

6. The final touch requires a bit of cloth
and somebody capable of running a
sewing machine. My wife constructed a
two piece curtain set out of a heavy dark
blue cloth. The front curtain is doubled
over and sewn together with a tunnel at
the top through which the pipe can be
slipped. The back curtain is doubled and
sewed along the left, top and right sides
so that it slips over the back pipe like a
slip cover. The curtains are secured to the
pipes with velcrow strips which have a
self-adhesive back.

View from the inside.
I hope these instructions help you out! If you have any questions, please let me know!
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GARDEN EARTH NATURALIST
FAMILY SCIENCE NIGHT
Activity Station Evaluation
We are interested in improving this program. As part of our
evaluation, we would appreciate your comments. Thank you!
Name of Station: _____________________________________
Your Name: _________________________________
Did parents and children understand what to do at this station?

Yes

No

If not, what could be done to improve the instructions?

Do you have any other suggestions for improving this station?

How could we make your job as a volunteer easier and more rewarding?

Do you have any suggestions for improving the science night as a whole?

I would volunteer at another science night Yes No
Other Comments: (please use back of sheet if needed)
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School/Organization:________________________________ Date: ______________
Representative:___________________ GEN staff member:_____________________
GEN FAMILY SCIENCE NIGHT ACTIVITIES
KIT CHECKOUT/RETURN CHECKLIST

check out

return

GEN Passport Display and Distribution

GARDEN EARTH NATURALISTS
What is Garden Earth? Display
Meet the Managers Activity
Garden Earth Eco-service Manager Badges
GEN Face Painting
Garden Earth Puppet Show
Let’s Make a Nature Journal
Giant Garden Earth Building Tower Game

POLLINATION DEPARTMENT
What is the Pollination Department? Display
Balancing Monarch Butterfly Craft
Butterfly Chromatography
Caterpillar Bracelets Craft
Acting as a Pollinator Activity
Can you find these Flower Parts?
Name That Pollinator

FOOD PRODUCTION DEPATMENT
What is the Food Production Department? Display
Pine Cone Bird Feeders
Making Food Webs/Chains
Migratory Bird Hat Craft
Great Migration Challenge Game
Camouflage and Warning Color Masks
Match the Tracks Activity

SOIL & RECYCLING DEPARTMENT
What is the Soil & Recycling Department? Display
Oli’s Recipe for Soil
Worming Around: Investigating Worms
Make your own Soil Profile

BIODIVERSITY DEPARTMENT
What is the Biodiversity Department? Display
Plant Products: Make a Herbal Teabag

AIR CLEANING DEPARTMENT
What is the Air Cleaning Department? Display
Seed Necklace Craft
Leaf Identification

CLIMATE CONTROL DEPARTMENT
What is the Climate Control Department? Display
Make a UV Bracelet
Global Warming – What’s Your Score?
Bulbs for Birds

PEST AND DISEASE CONTROL DEPARTMENT
What is the Pest and Disease Control Department? Display
Build Your Garden
Investigating Termites

WATER PURIFICATION DEPARTMENT
What is the Pest and Disease Control Department? Display
Make your own Water Meter
Make your own Water Cycle
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